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& Sarah Al-Qudah



(How to prepare your article).






Checklists-of the journals u aim to publish 
in-differ between different journals.

When reviewing the article, if all items mentioned in the checklist are actually 
found in the article, the article will get accepted and published faster / / the article 
can still get published even if there is no checklist



The doctor 
only read 
the 
following 
tables.

Same content; 
different 

nomenclatures 
between 
journals.

The steps done 
during the 
research. 

Extremely necessary as it clarifies how 
the findings relate to the sample chosen 

mainly.

As well as the inclusion & 
exclusion criteria.

We compare our findings with 
the previous literature.



3 tables + 1 
sample table

The doctor then 
showed different 
examples of 
published articles 
and demonstrated 
the parts an article 
should include //  
check minute 6:30 to 
see it.

A summarized guide to 
the points a reviewing 

journalist expect to 
see in your submitted 

paper.

(How u chose your sample).



Most common

Examples 
were also 
shown //  
check minute  
10:30.

Some journals require from the researchers to write 
reports lightening the way they used to express 
contents of their paper/ /  instructions differ 
according to the journal and the article type.



A summary of the lecture displayed examples:

� The abstract: some journals ask u to write a keyword section in it.

� The introduction(the background): the no. of pages it meant to be written in can be limited or even it’s no. of words. 

� Methods & Materials: some journals prefer the format of subheadings in this section; requiring you to state the: 
settings, design, sampling…etc. each by its own.

� The instruments.

� Data analysis.

� The Results: its presentation differ according to the type of the research (quantitative/qualitative); each study differ 
in its tables presentation in this section but as a general preference there shouldn’t be more than 4.

� The Discussion: we expect to find resources as this section meant to review the past literature and our paper 
association to it; here u should be answering your study inquiries, sometimes u may need to include pictures.

� The Endmatter: -could be absent_depending on the journal instructions- includes the ethical consideration, the pre-
publishing consent, funding…etc. 



Examples were
shown // check
minute 12:35

You first check the abstract then decide whether to download the article or not. For its importance, the journal publishing ur paper may have some 
comment on it & u have to edit according on them. 

2 types.



Some journals require the aim to be highlighted.

Some journals ask to include the statistical numbers in the 
abstract; or limit u in the type of citation…etc. 

For example; the TID (Tobacco Induced 
Diseases) journal won’t accept your 
paper if their directives weren’t 
followed.  



Preferably 3 aims at least

Depending on the 
previous literature.



So the reader & the journal would be 
comfortable with you work. 





At least 3 + 1 
general one. 

& how to 
answer ur
research 

questions.

The 
Discussion.



For multiple reasons like: Clinical practices, education, research…etc.

Without restating the Results section. 

It gives u an indication about in what circumstances were the results like this eg. the results were insignificant because 
the sample size was small, the work conditions were not suitable…etc. Also, it helps future studies researchers to know 
what to do to improve their papers.



(of a conflict of interest).



It summarizes many details.



The doctor said that it is 
not of that importanceBar graphs are usually used for major 

research questions not all categorical 
values; it gives u the results in an easy 
presentation.

When the 
line 
interpretatio
n is used to 
display 
categorical 
values the Y 
axis implies 
greater 
differences 
between 
categories 
than truly 
exists. 



Important to prevent 
wasting efforts. 



Sometimes it doesn't give a clear information so u need to 
read the full article. 



They 
give you 
details 
about 
every 
step in 

the 
paper 
you’re 

reading 
unlike 

the 
informal 
sources.



This table is 
important; 
must be 
understood 
and 
memorized

Most important and most common.

Only if the information is extremely 
important for the reader.

Specially when 
viewed in public 

conference. 



Your words built on information from a certain source.



Must be cited.



Example:
The heart has 4 chambers -> no citation needed
<70% ejection fraction = heart failure class 1 -> citation

For example a statistical no. that represent an information that only exist in a 
certain studyÆmust be cited because it’s considered a SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE.



Paraphrase then cite

Without giving the credit to the original author. 

Specially when u do it for long parts.

If you’re confused to cite an 
information or notÆ cite it.





APA

AMA

(1,3)=1,3
(1-3)=1,2,3

Examples were shown // check minute 33:45

et al= others.

Alphabetical arrangement. 

The number is slightly elevated.



� Different citation styles indicate the same knowledge.

� The data order in the resources list:
The author’s last name or the first initials-the date-the article 

name-the journal name- the volume*-issue-page no.

*Volume: the edition of the journal in which the article     
was published




